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A B S T R A C T
Aiming at supporting the process of investment portfolio diversification by using a data-driven approach, the
present methodological paper proposes a new cluster analysis, which compares publicly traded companies,
mainly in times of high volatility (e.g. crisis times). The main goal of the proposed method is to provide a less
arbitrary analysis to support financial investors to precisely measure the degree of similarity between equity
stocks, unveiling equity market clustering patterns by applying analytic geometry solutions and calculating an
overall clustering pattern indicator. Empirical results on synthetic data demonstrate either that the proposed
method has conceptual superiority over traditional cluster analyses and its potential practical usefulness to
asset allocation, portfolio strategy, asset pricing, among other related purposes. Finally, the outputs of the
proposed cluster analysis are presented through an intuitive and easily understandable mathematical
visualization.
 It is proposed a new method to calculate risk-similarity and clustering patterns.
 The method unveils clustering patterns through a data-driven process.
 Portfolio diversification can benefit from sphere-sphere intersection calculations.
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ethod details
ntroduction
The greater frequency and impact of financial and economic crises requires the development of
easible methods that aim to clearly distinguish investment alternatives in a robust, consistent, and
oherent manner [1–4]. The main goal of the proposed data-driven cluster-similarity risk method is to
upport financial investors to precisely measure the level of similarity between publicly listed
ompanies through time - especially in turbulent periods, showing the outputs through a clear
raphical representation as a by-product of the analysis. As depicted in the Graphical Abstract, the
ethod is performed through three subsequent steps, in which each asset1 is represented by a
orrespondent 2-sphere (i.e. ordinary three-dimensional sphere) in the three-dimensional Euclidean
pace (R3).
In step one is performed an analysis over the trajectory of each equity stock through time as
ell as the calculation of the variation of the individual risk factor – termed2 as IRFijt – by finding
he correspondent 2-sphere (simply sphere onwards) radius. Subsequently, in step two the spatial
pproximation between assets/spheres is visualized and the intersection volume – termed as
RFi;jjt – between every pair of spheres in the sample is calculated using analytical geometry. Finally, in
tep three either the individual spherical volumes and the intersection volumes calculated in the
revious steps are used as input values placed into an overall clustering pattern indicator bounded
rom zero to one, which is a proxy measure designed to meaningfully assess the level of shared risk
etween all q stocks in a sample based on their level of similarity at any particular date as well as
hrough time t.
Most of the labour involved in the proposed method occurs in the first two steps, which refer to
eometrical calculations and computations involving spheres and intersection volumes in the three-
imensional Euclidean space. However, the labour required is much compensated by the precise
utputs generated, which results in consistent estimates as well as clear mathematical visualization of
he calculations and analyses performed. The motivations to create and propose this non-hierarchical
lustering method are based on an attempt to tackle some relevant problems and challenges often
eported in the cluster analysis literature, which traditional clustering methods – such as k-means
lustering and hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA) – do not address properly [5,6], such as: (i) setting
he number of clusters in a non-arbitrary manner (i.e. through a data-driven process); (ii) possibility of
 dataset having zero cluster; and (iii) allocating outliers to no cluster.
Although the proposed method was primarily designed to work with quantitative continuous
ariables as input data, it is possible to use virtually any type of data (e.g. nominal, ordinal, binary) to
e placed into any of the three axes in R3. An important characteristic of using such non-continuous
1 Both terms (i.e. asset and sphere) will be used interchangeably throughout this paper.
2 Regarding the index notation adopted in this paper, in an attempt to be as neat as possible, throughout the paper the indexes
elated to each of the sample subjects (e.g. i, j) as well as time (i.e. t) are separated by a vertical bar - i.e. |. Therefore, in
he present paper, this symbol does not mean conditional probability, as commonly used in Bayesian statistics.
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variables is that the spatial distance between each value in the axis must be equally spaced. Therefore,
a relevant caveat of using such variables is that this equal spatial distance between each value needs to
be set arbitrarily by the analyst. This arbitrary setting can potentially distort the analysis performed, by
allowing the analyst to manipulate the outputs – for instance, by setting a very large spatial distance
between each value in the axis in order to decrease the number of spherical volume intersections and,
consequently, artificially reducing the number of clusters in a particular sample, which is extremely
undesirable. This problem is avoided once input data are based on continuous variables since the
spatial distance between each value in the axis would be determined solely by the data itself (i.e. data-
driven), following a predetermined standard scale (e.g. company revenue, inflation rate, exchange
rate).
Following this introduction, the paper is divided into five sections and it proceeds as follows.
Sections Asset Individual Trajectory (Step 1), Spatial Approximation between Assets (Step 2) and
Clustering Pattern Indicator (Step 3) explore and detail the first, second, and third steps of the
proposed method, respectively. Section Experimental Outputs and Results provides two case studies
and a brief discussion over the results. Finally, the last section concludes and suggests extensions for
future research.
Step 1: asset individual trajectory
The proposed analysis starts by verifying the spatial trajectory of each stock (based on their
respective axial variables) as well as the contemporaneous progress of their respective individual
risk factor (based on their respective spherical volume). There are four values to be used as data
input in the proposed analysis: the first, second, and third values are reflected on the x-axis, y-axis,
and z-axis, respectively; and the fourth value is reflected in the volume of each sphere (i.e.  Vijt or
IRFijt).
Each of those four values (i.e. xijt , yijt , zijt , and Vijt) is based on the rate of variation (from t  1 to t) of
four real-world variables (i.e. &ijt , kijt , vijt , and nijt), respectively. The rate of variation of each of the four
real-world variables to be placed into each of the three axes as well as reflected in the sphere volume
are calculated as follows [7]:
xijt ¼
&ijt  &ijt1
&ijt
;    8xijt; &ijt 2 R
yijt ¼
kijt  kijt1
kijt
;    8yijt; kijt 2 R
zijt ¼
vijt  vijt1
vijt
;    8zijt; vijt 2 R
Vijt ¼ j
nijt  nijt1
nijt
j;    8Vijt 2 Rþ;  8nijt 2 R
ð1Þ
Where q ¼ 1; 2; . . . i; j; . . . ; Q  1; Qð Þ and t ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; T  1; Tð Þ, which refer to the number of subjects
and time span of the sample, respectively. Throughout this paper and in distinct contexts, the subjects
i and j are frequently used to exemplify two generic sample subjects. Worth noting that the fourth
variable is in absolute value, which reflects the volume of the respective sphere in R3. Therefore, the
time series placed into the three axes as well as the one used as the spherical volume are sequenced as
follows:
xijt ¼ x1j1; . . . ; x1jT ; x2j1; . . . ; x2jT ; . . . ; xQ j1; . . . ; xQ jT
 
yijt ¼ y1j1; . . . ; y1jT ; y2j1; . . . ; y2jT ; . . . ; yQ j1; . . . ; yQ jT
n o
zijt ¼ z1j1; . . . ; z1jT ; z2j1; . . . ; z2jT ; . . . ; zQj1; . . . ; zQ jT
 
;   and
IRFijt :¼ Vijt ¼ V1j1; . . . ; V1jT ; V2j1; . . . ; V2jT ; . . . ; VQ j1; . . . ; VQ jT
 
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1Each sphere represents a different stock within a particular industry in the three-dimensional
uclidean space. For instance, in the automotive industry would be reasonable to compared stock
ndicators (i.e. data input) from companies such as Fiat, Ford, General Motors, Toyota, and
olkswagen; in the technology industry, would be analysed data from companies such as Alphabet/
oogle, Amazon, Apple, Facebook, and Microsoft; among many more possibilities.
The volume of each sphere is analytically calculated and graphically depicted in R3. The spherical
olume aims to reflect a variable that is recognised as the best proxy available to measure the level of
isk of a particular data set. This variable should be relevant and meaningful according to the point of
iew of the investor/ analyst who is performing the analysis. Moreover, this risk proxy should account
or industry context and idiosyncrasies (e.g. levels of expected stock price return, equity-to-debt ratio,
arket capitalization, or any other well justified indicator). As illustrated in Fig.1, this risk proxy varies
ynamically according to each different time t as well as distinct stock in the sample. Earnings per
hare (EPS), price to earnings (P/E) ratio, price to book value (P/B) ratio, and dividend yield are just a
ew examples, among a wide range of possibilities, of real-world economic variables and/or financial
ndicators to be placed at any of three axes in R3 (Fig. 1).
As applicable to any quantitative analysis, it is of utmost importance that the analyst selects
oherently and justifies properly each variable to be used as input data to perform the proposed
ethod, specially the fourth and most important variable to be reflected in the volume of the
espective sphere (i.e. IRFijt). The analysis over the question on how to choose the most appropriate
ariables is out of the scope of this paper, which can be based on a series of factors, such as individual
nvestment preferences, risk tolerance, market consensus, among many others.
The reason behind the analysis being performed in the three-dimensional space R3 relies on the
act that, compared to the two-dimensional space R2, one additional variable is included in the
nalysis. This additional variable enriches the analysis by allowing more information being added as
nput data. Moreover, although feasible, the reason to not propose the present method in an n
dimensional Euclidean space Rn relies on the fact that, on one hand the analysist can use n variables
nstead of three, which is desirable. On the other hand, however, in Rn there would not be a consistent
raphical visualisation of the outputs.
sset individual risk factor: IRFijt
As depicted in Fig. 2, each equity stock is represented by its respective sphere in R3 and their
ndividual volume is given by a real-world economic or financial variable, termed as IRFijt , which is
alculated as follows:
IRFijt :¼ Vijt ¼ rijt3
p3=2
G 32þ 1
  ¼ rijt3 43p;     IRFijt 2 Rþ; i 2 N; t 2 Zþ ð2Þ
Fig. 1. Visualisation of spatial trajectories of stocks Sijt and Sjjt in R3 from t ¼ 1 (left) to t ¼ 2 (right).
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Where rijt is the time-varying radius of the sphere, p is the well-known ratio of the sphere’s
circumference to its diameter, and G is the gamma function; all variables refer to stock Sijt at time t. The
formulas in Eq. (2) refer to the classical formulas to calculate the volume of a sphere in a three-
dimensional Euclidean space (R3) and it was adapted to the present paper in order to incorporate the
temporal variation reflected in the volume as well as the time-varying radius of the respective sphere.
In addition, in the case one wants to check the accuracy of Eq. (2) vis-à-vis a particular real-world data
used as input in the proposed analysis, one can examine the accuracy of the transcendental number p,
which surely must represent the same precise spherical proportion for any subject as well as in every
date t as per below:
cijt
Dijt
 cijt
2rijt
≝  p  3:14159265358979  ð3Þ
Where cijt is the circumference and Dijt is the diameter of the sphere, both representing stock Sijt at
time t.
Time-varying radius: rijt
As p and G are constants (and, therefore, not a function of time) and as IRFijt is known in advance
(because it refers to a given real-world data value used as the main risk proxy in the proposed
Fig. 2. Equity stock Sijt represented as a sphere in R3 at time t, with centre Cijt at xijt ; yijt ; zijt
 
, radius rijt , and volume
Vijt .
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1nalysis), in fact the only unknown variable in Eq. (2) is the time-varying radius rijt , which can be found
s follows:
Vijt
rijt3
¼ 4
3
p ð4Þ
Replacing the sphere volume Vijt by IRFijt from Eq. (4) and solving for rijt gives:
rijt ¼
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
IRFijt
1
 
3
r
4
3p
ð5Þ
Thus, to the extent that time t passes and new events succeed (e.g. news in the media,
ommunications made by governments, entry of new competitors, CEO retirement) stocks
represented by spheres) perform a spatial trajectory as well as experience spherical volume
ariation through time and eventually interact between themselves, reflecting real-world
nteractions in R3. For instance, if a company has one of its indicators (e.g. ROI, reflected in the x-axis)
onsidered as the respective industry benchmarking (e.g. Apple within the technology industry, Exxon
obil in the oil and gas sector), then its competitors tend to adopt similar management decisions and
ake action in an attempt to close the gap related to its own indicator (in this example, ROI) compared
o the industry benchmarking one. As a consequence of that competition move, indicators of each
tock in the sample tend to become more similar through time and, therefore, closer between
hemselves in R3.
tep 2: spatial approximation between assets
After calculating all asset individual risk factors for each stock in the sample in step 1, then it is
ossible to proceed to calculate as well as perform a visual inspection in R3 to confirm either if there is
o risk volume sharing situation between stocks (i.e. case in which there are only trivial intersections
etween pairs of spheres in R3) or if risk volume sharing between one or more pairs of spheres has
ig. 3. Non-risk volume sharing situation between stocks Sijt and Sjjt in R3 at time t, represented by a trivial intersection
n which Sijt \ Sjjt ¼ ;.
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effectively occurred (i.e. case in which there is at least one non-trivial intersection between spheres in
R3), as depicted in Figs. 3 and 4 .
The measurement of the individual risk factor IRFijt (i.e. risk proxy of stock Sijt or its spherical
volume regardless of any intersection at a particular date t) is found in step 1 by calculating the
individual volume of the sphere that represents each stock at each particular point in time t. If there is
an intersection between stocks Sijt and Sjjt in R3 then it is possible to calculate the respective shared
value between those two stocks. This shared volume (i.e. non-trivial intersection) occurs due to (i)
greater similarity in the spatial trajectory and proximity of the indicators between stocks; (ii) increase
in the risk perception proxy measure of each stock, reflected in a greater sphere volume; or (iii) the
combined performance of items (i) and (ii).
Asset common risk factor: CRFi;jjt
The shared volume between stocks Sijt and Sjjt is termed as the common risk factor CRFi;jjt due to the
fact that this value is attributed to individual risk factors IRFijt and IRFjjt that are shared between the
pair of stocks Sijt and Sjjt , as follows:
CRFi;jjt :¼ Sijt \ Sjjt ð6Þ
Fig. 4. Risk volume sharing situation between stocks Sijt and Sjjt in R3 at time t, represented by a non-trivial intersection
in which Sijt \ Sjjt 6¼ ;.
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1Analytic geometry is the obvious path to calculate the precise volume of two spheres intersecting
n R3, as graphically depicted in Fig. 5. There is a non-trivial volume intersection between two spheres
ijt and Sjjt in the case that, if and only if:
kCijt  Cjjtk < rijt þ rjjt;   Sijt \ Sjjt 6¼ ; ð7Þ
here Cijt and Cjjt are the centres of spheres Sijt and Sjjt , respectively, and j jj j refers to the Euclidean
orm.
Definition 1. The intersection of two spheres is the circumference of a circle whose plane is
perpendicular to the line joining the centres of the surfaces and whose centre is in that line [8].
The spheres Sijt and Sjjt , of radii rijt and rjjt are placed at time t and centred at Cijt 0; 0; 0ð Þ as well as
jjt djjt; 0; 0
 
in R3, respectively. The calculation of the sphere-sphere volume intersection is similar to
he circle-circle area intersection, which is in accordance with Definition 1 and which plays an
mportant role in the sphere-sphere volume intersection calculation. Below is detailed the steps of the
nalytical calculation of a non-trivial intersection between the pair composed by spheres Sijt and Sjjt
9–12].
The equation of sphere Sijt is defined in Eq. (8) and the equation of sphere Sjjt is defined in Eq. (9), as
ollows:
rijt2 ¼ xijt2 þ yijt2 þ zijt2 ð8Þ
rjjt
2 ¼ xijt  djjt
 2 þ yijt2 þ zijt2 ð9Þ
Combining Eq. (8) and Eq. (9) gives:
rjjt
2 ¼ xijt  djjt
 2 þ rijt2  xijt2  ð10Þ
Multiplying through and rearranging Eq. (10) result in the following:
xijt2  2djjtxijt þ djjt2  xijt2 ¼ rjjt2  rijt2 ð11Þ
Solving Eq. (11) for xijt gives:
xijt ¼
djjt
2  rjjt2 þ rijt2
2djjt
ð12Þ
Fig. 5. Non-trivial intersection between spheres Sijt (left) and Sjjt (right) at time t, resulting in the CRFi;jjt .
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The intersection between both spheres refers to a curve lying in a plane parallel to the yijt , zijt-plane
at a single xijt-coordinate, which plugging it back into Eq. (8) yields the following:
yijt
2 þ zijt2 ¼ rijt2  xijt2  ð13Þ
yijt
2 þ zijt2 ¼ rijt2 
djjt
2  rjjt2 þ rijt2
2djjt
  !2
ð14Þ
yijt
2 þ zijt2 ¼
4djjt
2rijt2  djjt2  rjjt2 þ rijt2
 2
4djjt
2 ð15Þ
Which refers to a circle with the following radius rljt:
rljt ¼
1
2djjt
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4djjt
2rijt2  djjt2  rjjt2 þ rijt2
 2r
ð16Þ
rljt ¼
1
2djjt
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
djjt þ rjjt  rijt
  djjt  rjjt þ rijt  djjt þ rjjt þ rijt  djjt þ rjjt þ rijt q ð17Þ
Thus, the volume of the three-dimensional common lens of spheres Sijt and Sjjt can be found by
adding the respective spherical caps. The distances from the centres of spheres Sijt and Sjjt to the bases
of the respective caps are given by:
dajt ¼ xijt ð18Þ
dbjt ¼ djjt  xijt ð19Þ
The heights of each of the spherical caps are then calculated as follows:
hijt ¼ xijt  dajt ¼
rjjt  rijt þ djjt
 
rjjt þ rijt  djjt
 
2djjt
ð20Þ
hjjt ¼ rjjt  dbjt ¼
rijt  rjjt þ djjt
 
rijt þ rjjt  djjt
 
2djjt
  ð21Þ
The volume of a spherical cap of height h
0
t for a sphere of radius r
0
t is:
Vcapt r
0
t; h
0
t
 
¼ 1
3
ph
0
t2 3r
0
t  h
0
t
 
  ð22Þ
Therefore, in order to specifically find the CRFi;jjt , it is necessary to sum both spherical caps, as
follows:
CRFi;jjt ¼ Vcapijt rijt; hijt
 þ Vcapjjt rjjt; hjjt  ð23Þ
CRFi;jjt ¼
p rijt þ rjjt  djjt
 2 djjt2 þ 2djjtrjjt  3rjjt2 þ 2djjtrijt þ 6rjjtrijt  3rijt2 
12djjt
  ð24Þ
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1Where Vcapijt and Vcapjjt refer to the volume of the spherical caps of spheres Sijt and Sjjt , respectively.
n the case that djjt ¼ rjjt þ rijt , the expression above gives CRFi;jjt ¼ 0 as one would expect.
This section considers only the intersection between the two spheres Sijt and Sjjt in R3 at a particular
oint in time t. However, depending on the number of subjects q included in the sample, it would be
ecessary to consider more than two spheres, performing intersection calculation between q spheres
representing the q stocks in the respective sample) at time t. For samples with q > 2, computational
eometry techniques would be a suitable alternative to reach reasonably approximate spherical
olume intersection results through numerical analysis.3
sset idiosyncratic risk through symmetric difference: IRijt
Through symmetric difference one can easily find the idiosyncratic risk measure of stock Sijt ,
ermed as IRijt , which refers to a risk value attributed only to individual factors of each stock at a
articular time t. The calculation of this type of risk is performed to provide the remaining volume of
he sphere that has no intersection with any other stock in the sample (i.e. total volume of the sphere
epresenting the risk information carried by stock Sijt subtracted by the intersecting volume with other
tock’s spheres), as follows:
IRijt :¼ IRFijt  ðIRFijt \ IRFjjtÞ ð25Þ
The symmetric difference of IRFijt and IRFjjt is associative as well as commutative, and can be
lternatively denoted using the following notation [13,14]:
IRFijt4IRFjjt ¼ IRFjjt4IRFijt ð26Þ
Fig. 6. Idiosyncratic risks IRijt and IRjjt of stocks Sijt (left) and Sjjt (right), respectively.
3 For further information on numerical analysis techniques to compute spheres intersection in three-dimensional spaces, see
trobl et al. [15] and George et al. [16].
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The concept of IRijt can also be interpreted as follows: although two publicly traded companies are
experiencing problems at the same time t, by analysing their respective stock indicators used as input
data in the proposed method, those two companies are potentially experiencing distinct problems and
that is the reason that stocks Sijt and Sjjt have very low or zero volume risk sharing at a particular point
in time. Fig. 6 depicts the concept of the idiosyncratic risk IRijt .
Finally, in the case that IRFijt \ IRFjjt ¼ 0, it can be interpreted that the overall risk of a particular
stock Sijt is the result of individual (i.e. idiosyncratic) problems that are distinct, or even very distinct,
from the problems being experienced by stock Sjjt and, therefore, both stocks have zero volume risk
sharing. Worth noting that care must be taken in order to read the results based on intersecting
spherical volume values and then interpreting as well as translating them properly into meaningful
similarity and risk measures that may support the decision-making process.
Step 3: clustering pattern indicator
In the last step, the values found in the two previous steps are used as input to an overall clustering
pattern indicator, termed as R t . This indicator aims to measure how similar (or dissimilar) are sample
subjects (e.g. stocks) at each point in time.
Times series cluster ratio of CRFi;jjt over IRFijt and IRFjjt: R t
After having found the individual risk factors IRFijt and IRFjjt as well as the common risk factor
CRFi;jjt between every pair of distinct spheres in the sample – except for intersections between the
sphere with itself, such as V1jt \ V1jt , which obviously yields V1jt – the respective intersecting volumes
are placed in the numerator and the sum of individual volumes of all spheres are placed in the
denominator of the following time series cluster ratio indicator:
R t :¼
IRF1jt \ IRF2jt
 þ IRF2jt \ IRF1jt 	 
þ . . . þ IRFQ jt \ IRFQ1jt þ IRFQ1jt \ IRFQjt 	 

IRF1jt þ IRF2jt þ . . . þ IRFQ1jt þ IRFQjt   ð27Þ
Which can alternatively be written as:
R t :¼
CRF1;2jt
 þ CRF2;1jt þ . . . þ CRFQ1;Qjt þ CRFQ ;Q1jt 
IRF1jt þ IRF2jt þ . . . þ IRFQ1jt þ IRFQ jt
  ð28Þ
Where
0  R t  1;  8R t 2 Qþ
0  IRF1jt; . . . ; IRFQjt < þ1;  8IRF1jt; . . . ; IRFQ jt 2 Rþ
0  ðCRF1;2jtÞ þ . . . þ ðCRFQ;Q1jtÞ  ðIRF1jt þ . . . þ IRFQjtÞ;  ðIRF1jt þ . . . þ IRFQ jtÞ
2 Rþ and ðCRF1;2jtÞ þ . . . þ ðCRFQ;Q1jtÞ 2 Rþ
In the case of the series IRF1jt; . . . ; IRFQjt , the lower limit (i.e. zero) refers not only to the usual
concept of an almost infinitesimal value, but also to an actual numerical possibility of being zero itself.
On the other hand, the upper limit (i.e. +1) obviously does not refer to an actual value, but instead it is
a mathematical concept that conveys the idea of an extremely large, however unreachable, number
which in this case would reflect a very large spherical volume.
In the case in which there is a trivial intersection (i.e. Sijt \ Sjjt ¼ ;) the numerator would be zero,
which would result in R t ¼ 0. Conversely, in the opposite extreme case in which all spheres in the
sample are placed in the exact same three coordinates and have the precise same volume, then R t ¼ 1.
Thus, on one hand, the closer R t is to one, the more similar and grouped the stocks are in such a given
sample. On the other hand, the closer R t gets to zero, the more dissimilar and separated apart are the
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1tocks from each other. In analyses performed using real-world variables as data input, it is expected
hat most results should lie within those two extreme values that form the closed interval 0; 1½  as well
s would be, although not impossible, extremely rare and unlikely to reach the precise upper bound
alue of one.
xperimental outputs and results
This section contains back-of-the-envelope calculations of two typical cases using synthetic data.
n the first one it is considered a static case study in order to discuss what would be explored in a data
et only in a particular point in time. The second case consists of a dynamic study of clustering patterns
hrough time.
tatic case study
Consider a financial investor who needs to build a portfolio limited to two distinct stocks amongst
nly four possible alternatives available in the equity market. Therefore, there are four stocks
SAjt; SBjt; SCjt; SDjt
 
and the respective rate of variation from t  1 to t of the following four variables are
sed as input data in this case study: return on investment (ROI); earnings per share (EPS); debt-to-
quity ratio (D/E); and stock price simple net return (in absolute value). Subsequently, the first three
Fig. 7. Static case study with a sample based on four stocks (i.e. SAjt ,SBjt , SCjt , and SDjt) at time t ¼ 1.
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variables are placed into the x; y; z-axes, respectively and the fourth variable is reflected in the volume
of each of the four spheres IRFAjt; IRFBjt; IRFCjt; IRFDjt
 
, as depicted in Fig. 7.
The red arrows in Fig. 7 are based on which variations of each of the three axial variables – as
detailed in the header of Table 1 – would be beneficial or detrimental according to an investor’s point
of view. Therefore, considering a typical rational investor, in virtually all scenarios the greater the ROI
(i.e. the further to the right towards the x-axis), the better; the greater the EPS (i.e. the further up
towards the y-axis), the better; and, conversely, the lower the D/E (i.e. the greater the profundity level
towards the z-axis when the azimuthal angle is at 180	), the better. Overall, a rational investor would
seek to maximise the return as well as minimise the risk of the investment. Therefore, in terms of
return, an investor would prefer to maximise the positive variation of ROI, EPS, and Stock Return while
positive (i.e. financial gain); and, conversely, would prefer to maximise the negative variation of D/E
and Stock Return while negative (i.e. financial loss). On the other hand, in terms of risk, such a typical
investor would prefer the lowest level of variation in all of these four variables due to the fact that the
lower the volatility, the higher the level of predictability of such asset, which would result in a lower
level of investment risk.
The simulated values of each of the variables used as input in this example are detailed in Table 1.
Based only on a visual inspection on Fig. 7 as well as information provided by Table 1, one can draw the
following preliminary and elementary conclusions, according to a rational investor’s point of view:
 Stock SAj1 is better off than stock SBj1, SDj1, or SCj1;
 Stock SBj1 is better off than stock SDj1 or SCj1;
 Stock SDj1 is better off than stock SCj1; and
 IRFAj1 > IRFBj1 > IRFDj1 > IRFCj1.
Worth mentioning that one of the main goals of the proposed method is to assess, as impartially as
possible, competing asset investment alternatives by measuring the similarity level between each pair
of assets in a sample. Ultimately, the proposed method does not judge any of its input variables as
Table 1
Input values of stocks SAjt , SBjt ,  SCjt , and SDjt at time t ¼ 1.
Stock D ROI
(xij1)
D EPS
(yij1)
D D/E
(zij1)
| D Stock Return |
(IRFij1 or Vij1)
SAj1 0.14 0.17 0.12 0.08
SBj1 0.09 0.13 0.07 0.07
SCj1 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.03
SDj1 0.04 0.06 0.02 0.05
Table 2
Hypothetical common values (i.e. intersecting spherical volumes)
between each pair of stocks in the sample.
Note: The values on the main diagonal refer to intersections between
the sphere with itself, which yields the respective individual spherical
volume. Such values are not used in the subsequent calculations/
analyses.
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1eneficial or detrimental for the overall performance of an asset portfolio. For instance, it may be the
ase that a conservative investor A would prefer a lower level of D/E (e.g. lower probability of the
nderlying company going bankrupt as a consequence of not being able to repay its debts to creditors),
hile an investor B, with an aggressive profile, would prefer a higher level of D/E (e.g. expecting a
igher profit in the near future due to: (i) a higher gearing ratio, meaning more funding financing
ompany’s projects, which is expected to be transformed into higher profits, and (ii) a greater tax-
hield). Therefore, as the proposed method has a data-driven approach, such subjective and
ualitative judgment must be made only by the decision maker, who would potentially benefit from
on-biased and impartial insights provided by the proposed method.
Subsequently, using data from Table 1 as input data in the proposed method, one can calculate the
alues of the two intersections involving the whole sample of four stocks, one of them between stocks
Aj1 and SBj1 and the other one related to stocks SCj1 and SDj1. After the calculation of the respective
ntersection volumes, it is possible to unveil the outputs shown in Tables 2 and 3 .
Therefore, a potential financial investor seeking for stock market investment diversification
pportunities can draw insightful conclusions through a visual inspection on Fig. 7 and, most
mportantly, based on the simulated calculations provided by Tables 2 and 3 such as, but certainly not
imited to:
 SAj1 or SBj1 does not interact with stock SCj1 or SDj1, and vice-versa;
SAj1 is more similar to SBj1 in comparison with stocks SCj1 or SDj1;
SBj1 is more similar to SAj1 in comparison with stocks SCj1 or SDj1;
SCj1 is more similar to SDj1 in comparison with stocks SAj1 or SBj1;
SDj1 is more similar to SCj1 in comparison with stocks SAj1 or SBj1;
There are two data-driven clusters in this sample. Cluster 1 is composed by stocks SAj1 and SBj1 and
the members of the Cluster 2 are stocks SCj1 and SDj1;
Cluster 1 (SAj1 and SBj1) is slightly more homogenous than Cluster 2 (SCj1 and SDj1) due to the fact that
Cluster 1 has a similarity factor mean of 0.60, compared to 0.53 of Cluster 2. The means of the
similarity factors are calculated as follows:
Cluster 1 ¼ CRFA;Bj1 þ CRFB;Aj1
IRFAj1 þ IRFBj1
 
¼ 0:045 þ 0:045
0:08 þ 0:07
 
¼ 0:600
Cluster 2 ¼ CRFC;Dj1 þ CRFD;Cj1
IRFCj1 þ IRFDj1
 
¼ 0:021 þ 0:021
0:03 þ 0:05
 
¼ 0:525
Overall, in terms of the pairwise risk-return trade-off, on one hand as a pair of assets and in terms of
eturn, the pair of stocks SAj1 and SBj1 overperforms the pair SCj1 and SDj1. On the other hand, for
ortfolio composition strategy and taking into account diversification purposes in order to decrease
he portfolio risk by choosing stocks as distinct as possible within a given pair, a blended portfolio with
 stock from Cluster 1 (i.e. SAj1 or SBj1) and a stock from Cluster 2 (i.e. SCj1 or SDj1) would result in a
igher degree of dissimilarity and would be more suitable in the case the investor aims to build a
ortfolio as dissimilar as possible (i.e. higher level of diversification given a certain level of return).
ynamic case study
The rationale behind R t (detailed in the section Clustering Pattern Indicator) is applied to a sample
f two stocks (SAjt and SBjt) in a monthly basis through a whole year (T ¼ 12), being each time t
orresponding to the last trading day of each of the 12 months of the year of 2008, which includes
eriods during the Global Financial Crisis of 2007–2008 (GFC of 2007–08 hereinafter). The four
ariables in this hypothetical dynamic case study are: DROI, DEPS, DD/E; and D stock price simple net
eturn (in absolute value); all variables varying from t ¼ 1 to 12.
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As shown in Table 4, the first value in the time series of R t (i.e. t ¼ 1, reflecting January 2008) is the
same value from the previous case study (subsection Static Case Study) for each of the two stocks,
which is calculated as follows:
R 1 ¼
2 IRFAj1 \ IRFBj1
 
IRFAj1 þ IRFBj1
¼ 2 0:045ð Þ
0:08 þ 0:07 ¼ 0:600
Eleven months later, in t ¼ T ¼ 12 (i.e. December 2008), R t in the last date of the sample results in:
R 12 ¼
2 IRFAj12 \ IRFBj12
 
IRFAj12 þ IRFBj12
¼ 2 0:107ð Þ
0:130 þ 0:120 ¼ 0:856
Worth noting that two data features determine the value of each time t in the series R t: (i) the level
of similarity between the volumes of stocks SAjt and SBjt (which are placed in the denominator of R t) –
regardless the value of their intersecting volume, and (ii) the intersecting volume itself between both
stocks (which is placed in the numerator of R t). The greater (i) and (ii), the closer R t gets from its
maximum value of one (i.e. the extreme case in which both stocks would be identical and, therefore,
they would have a full non-trivial intersection).
Table 4 contains input values and, most importantly, calculated risk-similarity measures of stocks
SAjt and SBjt in a monthly basis throughout the sample time span as well as basic sample statistics,
including the first and second central moments of each variable, with emphasis on the R t variable
(rightmost column).
As depicted in Figs. 8 and 9 , according to the R t measure there was an overall increase in the
similarity level between stocks SAjt and SBjt throughout the year of 2008. More specifically, there was
an increase of 43% from the beginning (R 1 ¼ 0:60) to the end of the year (R 12 ¼ 0:86), and this
similarity level growth was much steeper from the mid of the year (R 6 ¼ 0:27) to the end of the year
(R 12 ¼ 0:86), resulting in an increase of 221% from June to December of 2008.
In summary, by reading these outputs one can conclude that the similarity level between both
stocks experienced a relevant increase from the beginning to the end of the year of 2008, possibly,
among other potential factors, as a consequence of negative events and media news related to the GFC
of 2007–08, when both stocks became increasingly more similar between themselves.
Table 3
Calculated similarity factors between each pair of stocks in the sample.
Note: The asterisks (*) refer to not meaningful interactions of the ratio
CRFi;jjt=IRFijt , although still possible to be mathematically calcu-
lated. For instance, CRFA;Bj1=IRFCj1, in which SCj1 \ SAj1 ¼ ; and
SCj1 \ SBj1 ¼ ;.
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Overall, the proposed method in this paper can be understood as a non-hierarchical hard cluster
nalysis. One of the main motivations to create and propose this novel cluster analysis is to address
ome relevant problems and challenges frequently reported in the cluster analysis literature. More
pecifically, the following three problems are not currently being treated properly by most traditional
lustering methods: (i) setting the number of clusters in a non-arbitrary manner; (ii) possibility of a
ataset having zero cluster; and (iii) allocating outliers to no cluster.
The proposed method aims to tackle these three clustering problems at once by adopting a distinct
nd unusual strategy: imposing an artificial boundary on each sample subject by representing them as
pheres instead of points in the three-dimensional Euclidean space. This artificial boundary
Table 4
Input values, risk-similarity measures, and sample statistics related to stocks SAjt and SBjt .
ig. 8. Line chart depicting the R t time series and two major negative events during the GFC of 2007-08, from January
008 to December 2008.
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autonomously (i.e. through a data-driven process) determines the degree of similarity between each
pair of subjects in the sample. As the proposed method is based on a data-driven approach, once the
input data are included in the model, this method can potentially provide insightful results to the
analyst, such as the following two simple examples: (i) in the case only one of the sample subjects is
very distinct from all of its counterparts, then this particular subject should not have intersection
volume with any other subject in the sample, being represented as an isolated sphere in R3 (i.e. outlier
candidate); (ii) in the case every subject in the sample is very dissimilar between themselves, then one
feasible result is the possibility of no sphere-sphere intersection, resulting in R t ¼ 0 (i.e. a sample in
which there is no cluster being formed “naturally” by the input data).
The aforementioned brief description of improvements and output possibilities refer to an
advantage over traditional cluster analyses, such as connectivity models (e.g. HCA) or centroid models
(e.g. k-means clustering). Finally, an interesting and more reasonable empirical comparison would be
against density models, such as DBSCAN (density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise)
and/or OPTICS (ordering points to identify the clustering structure).
Conclusion and future research
Through a more consistent as well as less arbitrary data-driven new hard cluster method, the
outputs aim to specifically support financial investors in their portfolio diversification and asset
Fig. 9. Similarity charts of the R t time series in three distinct points in time: as of January 2008 (top left), June 2008
(top right), and December 2008 (bottom).
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1eallocation strategy. The proposed method analyses similarity patterns between pairs of stocks as
ell as the market clustering structure through time.
The empirical cases based on hypothetical results shown in this paper illustrate how the proposed
ethod can be potentially useful and relevant for financial investment purposes, more specifically for
sset reallocation decision making and portfolio diversification strategy. Moreover, the proposed
nalysis is not limited to the traditional risk-return trade-off analysis, but rather uses a greater number
f dimensions based on investor needs and preferences. This type of financial clustering pattern
nalysis may be useful mainly when equity stocks tend to become more similar (e.g. during crisis or
igh volatility times) and, therefore, more difficult to clearly distinguish investment alternatives by
sing traditional cluster methods available.
As suggestions for future research, a natural subsequent stage refers to the use of real-world
ariables as input data. In fact, the proposed method can potentially be applied to a wide range of fields
f knowledge and research problems – as diverse as biology, medicine, geopolitics, engineering,
nternational trade agreements, optimal M&A partnership, marketing, among many more, in order to
ompare similarity levels between sample subjects and, therefore, not being limited only to
pplications in finance and economics. In addition, the development of an algorithm (e.g. MatLab
ode/program) to perform all steps of the proposed method and the use of real-world economic
ariables as input data on this method are on-going projects. Needless to mention that insights based
n outputs to be obtained by the application of the proposed method on distinct data sets remain an
mpirical question.
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